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THIS IS RUSSIA

The Russian Federation, commonly known as Russia, is the most extensive 
country in the world, more than an eighth of the Earth’s land area. With 143 
million people, Russia is the eighth most populated country. Russia has the 
world's largest mineral and energy resources, has the world's largest forest 
reserves, and its lakes contain approximately one-quarter of the Earth's fresh 
liquid water.



THIS IS RUSSIA

Travel to Russia is a unique opportunity to get acquainted with Russian history 
and culture. Russia spans eleven time zones and two continents and is one of 
the most beautiful countries in the world. This is a great country with an array of 
rivers, forests and towering mountains. Now you have a chance to explore its 
land of striking beauty and diversity, from magnificent capitals, Moscow and St. 
Petersburg, to the measured life of Siberian cities. The whole new world is 
waiting for you to be discovered



ABOUT EKATERINBURG

Ekaterinburg is a city with the population 
of a million and a half and a powerful 
industrial and research centre. Its heavy 
transport and chemical engineering 
plants, non-ferrous metallurgical works 
and military industrial enterprises occupy 
a leading place in the national economy. 
The city has about institutions of higher 
education; it is the seat of the Ural Brunch 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences.



ABOUT EKATERINBURG 
Ekaterinburg is a major business centre in Russia. 
Its financial and banking institutions take an 
active part in Russian economy, making a 
substantial contribution to the development of 
cooperation with foreign countries. More and 
more foreign companies are successfully 
operating representative offices and joint ventures 
here. Ekaterinburg’s unique geographical position 
on the border of Europe and Asia offers broad 
opportunities for assuming the role of an 
important centre of cooperation between East and 
West.



ABOUT EKATERINBURG
Ekaterinburg is a large junction of seven 
railway routes. The daily life of the city is 
provided by its social infrastructure. The 
city has dozens of public libraries, 
cinemas, concert halls, children’s music 
and art schools. Its Opera House, Drama 
Theatre, Musical Comedy Theatre, 
Theatre of Youth, Puppet Shows Theatre, 
Philharmonic Society, and Circus are well 
known in the country. The museums of 
Ekaterinburg are famous for their unique 
collections.



ABOUT EKATERINBURG

The city has a unique appearance. It seems that history itself is embodied in its 
streets and avenues, architectural ensembles and sights.More than 600 
monuments of history and culture are located in the city, and 43 of them are 
considered to be top national monuments because of their special significance.



BEFORE THE COURSE

1.How to get to Ekaterinburg First let’s check paths to Moscow and Saint 
Petersburg. 
To Moscow / Saint Petersburg by plane Both cities have a lot of connections 
with the biggest/most touristic cities of Europe; it won’t be a problem to find 
flight that suits you most. 



BEFORE THE COURSE 

To Ekaterinburg by plane 

Most of the international flights are operated through Moscow; you will have a 
transfer in Moscow Airport Sheremetyevo (SVO). From Sheremetyevo there are 
some companies, which offer flights to Ekaterinburg: Aeroflot, Transaero, Urals 
Airlines. 

To Ekaterinburg by train
 This is the MOST AWESOME way to get to Eka! We invite you to take train ride 
all together – historical TransSiberian Railway, 26h with Russians.. You will never 
forget it!



DURING THE COURSE

1. Accommodation & Transportation
 During staying in Ekaterinburg you 
will live at the Dormitory. There are 
the rooms of 3 and 2 beds. The 
dormitory itself is situated as close 
as 5 minutes walk to the University 
and it’s 2000 meters to the Center 
Area. Address is Mashinistov street, 
4a.



How can you come to us?

1.From airport

If you will come from 23:00-05:00 you should go by tax. Download UBER( it costs 
about 300-400 rub). Remember address of dormitory- Mashinistov 4a.

If you will come from 05:00-23:00 you can go by bus №1(28 rub). Go to st. 
Zheledorozniy vokzal( railway station) and we will meet you. Or by tax.

2. By train

We will meet you on the station!



PRICES
Beer(0,5) supermarket/bar 80/250-500 rub 1,5/3,3-7 euro

Vodka(0,5) supermarket/bar 300/1000-5000 r 4/13-66 e

Cigarettes 100 r 1,5 e

1 bus/ tram / 
trolley-bus / metro 
ticket 

28 r 0,4 e

Combo Meal at 
McDonalds or 
Similar places 

250 r 3,3 e

Capuccino cafe/ university 100/30 r 1,3/0,4 e

Bread 30 r 0.4



DICTIONARY

Hello privet yes/no da/net

How are you kak ti? Thank you spasibo

My name is moe imya Please pozalysto

Where is gde eto Goodbye poka

How much is skolko eto I do not understand ya ne ponimayu

You have so 
beautiful eyes

u tebya ochen 
krasivie glaza 

I love you ya tebya lublu



CONTACTS

Anastasya Latkina                                            Rita  Khudyakova

Main organizer                                                  President of BEST Ekaterinburg

89122371694                                                    Margarita.Khudyakova@BEST.eu.org

latkinanasta@gmail.com



We are waiting for you!


